NEW PRODUCT RELEASE: LANDLINE CALL BLOCKER WITH LARGE DISPLAY, BLUE
BACKLIGHTING, DUAL POWER, LED CALL ALERT
Best Landline Call Blocker in the Market with Extra Large LCD Display, Blue
Blacklight, Dual Power, and incoming Call Alert LED light
Miami, FL, November 13, 2014 — Are you
tired of getting non-stop annoying phone
calls? If so, they are not alone! US consumers
are getting bombarded with an increasing
number of unsolicited telemarketing activities,
including illegal robocalls, and several phone
scams and frauds.
The Landline Call Blocker model (L09-XL) just
released by HQTelecom.com offers unique
features that makes it a great solution to block
unwanted calls. These features include an
extra large LCD display (5” x 3”) and blue
backlighting to make it easier to read incoming phone numbers. This model also
features dual power sources (AC & batteries) which eliminates many of the power
related glitches found in many other call blockers available in the market. This
product can block up to 1,000 unwanted phone numbers.
"It’s very rewarding to be able to help homeowners restore peace and quiet in
their homes” says Alfredo Purrinos, former NASA engineer and factory’s sole
distributor for the T-Lock Call Blocker product in the USA.
In the United States, even if you register your phone number with the
government sponsored 'Do Not Call list’, consumers still continue to receive
unwanted calls. According to the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), the number of
phone-related fraud and scams complains have increased 2600% in the last 10
years (from 150,000 to 4,000,000).
The Landline Call Blocker the best solution available in the market because it
offers a large blocking capacity, an easy to read display, and dual power source.
Please refer to http://hqtelecom.com/callblocker for more details.

About the Company:
Hi Q Telecom Inc. (HQTelecom.com) is a BBB A+ rated corporation specializing in
telephone security and specialty products. Hi Q Telecom is also the exclusive
distribution rights for call blocking products in the USA. For more information
about incoming call block devices or the company go to hqtelecom.com.
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